
Block Lesson #9
Skill Builder BOM
Who can resist a beautiful appliquéd quilt? There are 
many methods and techniques that can be used to 
appliqué a quilt such as starch appliqué, raw edge 
appliqué, needle turn appliqué, etc.

For Block Lesson #9 of the Skill Builder BOM we will be 
making my two favorite quilt blocks: Liberty Floral and 
Modern Beauty. I designed these blocks last year and 
have been anxiously waiting to make them! 

We will be using an innovative machine appliqué 
technique which was taught to me by my friend and 
Pile O’ Fabric sponsor Cristy Fincher of Purple Daisies 
LLC. Cristy was taught this technique by her mother, 
Sharon Schamber, and together they co-wrote the book 
Piece by Piece: Machine Appliqué. Cristy and Sharon 
teach machine appliqué classes all over the country. In 
fact, Cristy just taught at our local PHXMQG meeting. 
Cristy has offered to share a few video tutorials on this 
technique specially for the Skill Builder BOM which is a 
real treat since the classes are usually never free! 

This streamlined approach to machine appliqué achieves 
truly outstanding results! Being new to the technique 
myself, I want to share some feedback before we begin.

THe DeTAILS MATTer!

It is very important that you sit down and read through 
the instructions in this PDF lesson before you begin 
working on your blocks. This technique requires some 

very important details such as the preparation of your 
fabric, specific supplies needed, machine settings, and 
important tips along the way. This is not a good lesson to 
improvise on, so watch for these details and follow the 
instructions carefully!

PreSS On TOWArD THe FInISH LIne!

When you try this method for the first time, some of 
you may instantly fall in love and some of you may feel 
strongly discouraged halfway through. For those of you 
who are discouraged, don’t let these blocks become 
another w.i.p. in your closet. Press on and ask questions 
along the way. I promise, you will be very impressed with 
the final outcome and all the hard work will be worth it! 
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Lesson Supplies
The tools, notions, and supplies used for this lesson are 
crucial to the overall success of the blocks. The supply lists 
are based on two factors. One, whether you are using the 
pre cut templates or not. Two, whether you are using a 
dark or light background fabric.

Base Supply List (for everyone)

 ☐ 12.5” x 12.5” ruler

 ☐ Fabric Scissors

 ☐ rotary Cutter and rotary Mat

http://purpledaisiesllc.com
http://purpledaisiesllc.com
http://www.purpledaisiesllc.com/Piece_by_piece_machine_applique_by_Sharon_Schamber_p/159.htm


Fabric Preparation
This machine appliqué technique requires specific 
preparation of your fabric which is different than what we 
have done thus far in the BOM.

THe reASOnInG
We will be machine stitching the edge of each appliqué 
piece to the background fabric using a very tiny zigzag 
stitch. At first, this machine stitching is noticeable and not 
quite as clean as hand stitched appliqué. However, if you 
pre-wash the appliqué fabric and leave the background 
unwashed you can achieve the look of hand appliqué. 
When you have finished your BOM quilt you will wash it 
and dry it for the first time. During the drying process, the 
background fabric that was nOT pre-washed will shrink 
slightly. The shrinkage will cause the zigzag stitches we 
used before to “tuck” under the appliqué pieces making it 
appear as if everything was hand stitched!

Pre-WASH yOur APPLIQué FABrIC
Pick out a handful of various scraps of fabric you plan 
to use for the appliqué portion of the blocks. If they are 
unwashed, then you must wash them. 

 ☐ Place the fabric into a sink full of lukewarm 
water, along with 1-2 shout color catchers (keep 
the dark and light fabric in separate sinks). 

 ☐ Let the fabric soak for about 20 minutes. 

 ☐ After soaking, hang the fabrics 
up and let them air dry. 

 ☐ Press the washed fabric with a hot, 
dry iron. DO nOT starch!

DO nOT Pre-WASH BACkGrOunD FABrIC
The background fabric must not be pre-washed.
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 ☐ Hard pressing surface

 ☐ A sewing machine which can stitch a 1.0 wide 
zigzag stitch (or you will have to finish by hand)

 ☐ Sulky Monofilament Thread

 ☐ Schmetz 60/8 universal needles

 ☐ (2) wooden cuticle sticks (can be found at 
Walgreen’s, Walmart, or grocery store)

 ☐ Liquid Stitch glue w/ fine tip

 ☐ elmer’s Washable School Glue bottle w/ fine tip

 ☐ (2) elmer’s Washable School Glue sticks

 ☐ (2) 8.5” x 11” pieces of freezer 
paper (approximate is okay)

 ☐ Layout templates for both blocks printed 
on copy paper and pieced together

 ☐ Shout Color Catchers (can be 
found at grocery store)

 ☐ Damp wash cloth

Additional supplies if using a dark BG

 ☐ (2) 14” x 14” pieces of freezer paper from a 
wide roll (can be found at grocery store)

 ☐ White chalk pencil and regular marking pen

Additional supplies if using pre cut 
templates

 ☐ Liberty Floral Pre Cut Templates

 ☐ Modern Beauty Pre Cut Templates

Additional supplies if nOT using pre cut 
templates

 ☐ (2) 8.5” x 11” pieces of “leave in” appliqué 
foundation (your choice of brand)

 ☐ Liberty Floral PDF templates printed on copy 
paper (templates located at the end of this lesson)

 ☐ Modern Beauty PDF templates printed on copy 
paper (templates located at the end of this lesson)

http://www.purpledaisiesllc.com/Schmetz_Universal_Machine_Needle_Size_8_60_p/367.htm
http://www.purpledaisiesllc.com/Dritz_Liquid_Stitch_Permanent_Fabric_Glue_p/68.htm
http://www.purpledaisiesllc.com/Pile_O_Fabric_Liberty_Floral_Skill_Builder_Block_p/sbbom-lfloral.htm
http://www.purpledaisiesllc.com/Pile_O_Fabric_Modern_Beauty_Skill_Builder_Block_p/sbbom-modbeauty.htm
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LIBERTY FLORAL BLOck 
Skill Builder Block #17

MATerIAL LIST 

 ☐ Various scraps of pre-washed fabric in multiple 
colors  (see page 2 for washing instructions)

 ☐ (1) 13.5” x 13.5” piece of background 
fabric (nOT pre-washed)

 ☐ (1) 17” x 17” piece of batting

 ☐ (1) 18” x 18” piece of backing fabric
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STeP #1

Lay an 8.5” x 11” piece of freezer paper waxy side down 
onto your pressing table. Press it in place with a hot, 
dry iron. you will work on this freezer paper to avoid 

getting glue all over your pressing board. 

Get out one pre-washed scrap of appliqué fabric and 
one (B) Liberty Floral template.

TIP: keep a damp wash cloth in your lap  as you work to 
help keep your fingers clean.

STeP #2

Coat one side of template (B) with glue 
from an elmer’s Washable Glue stick. 

nOTe: Since both the Liberty Floral and Modern Beauty 
flowers have completely symmetrical pieces there 

is no right or wrong side of the appliqué foundation 
templates.

STeP #4

Heat set the glue by pressing the template 
with a hot, dry iron for a second or two. 

STeP #3

Lay the glued side of your template to 
the WrOnG side of your fabric. 
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STeP #5

repeat Steps #1 through #4 until all seventeen Liberty 
Floral templates have been glued to your pre-washed 
fabric.

STeP #6

With a pair of small, sharp fabric scissors, trim around 
each template leaving about 1/8” seam allowance. 

nOTe: This seam allowance is tiny for a reason! Too 
much or too little allowance will make turning difficult.

STeP #7

repeat Step #6 for all seventeen Liberty Floral template 
pieces. 

STeP #8

using an elmer’s washable glue stick, place glue within 
the 1/8” seam allowance. 

TIP: If your seam allowance does not want to stay put 
when turning, it is most likely because you are not using 
enough glue. use three coats of glue and try to stay 
within the seam allowance as much as possible.
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STeP #9

use a wooden cuticle stick to pick up the template after 
it has been glued. Begin turning the seam allowance to 

the back, starting on one side of the template. 

TIP: use your thumb and index finger in a small rolling 
movement to pinch the seam allowance over.  Do not  

open and close your fingers, just let them pinch and roll.

STeP #10

When you reach a curve use your cuticle stick and 
thumbnail to create itty bitty 

“tucks” or “pleats” through the curve.

STeP #12

Flip the template over and make sure that the edges 
are completely smooth and free of any bumps. If you 

see a bump, then smooth it out and adjust. 

STeP #11

When all the “tucks” have been made, press them 
down into place with your index finger. Continue 

turning the edges around the entire template.



STeP #13

Here is what the backside of your template will look like. 

STeP #14

Once you are satisfied with the look of the template, 
heat set the glue with a hot, dry iron.

STeP #15

repeat Steps #8 through #14 until all B & C Liberty Floral 
pieced have been turned.

STeP #16

now we will turn template (A) which is a circle. using an 
elmer’s washable glue stick, place three coats of glue 
within the 1/8” seam allowance. 
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STeP #17

use a wooden cuticle stick to pick up the template after 
it has been glued. Begin turning the seam allowance to 
the back. you must create little “tucks” every 1/8” as you 
work around the circle. Once you are satisfied with the 
look of the circle, heat set the glue with a hot, dry iron.

STeP #18 // If using a dark BG

Print the Liberty Floral layout template on copy paper 
(2 pages). Piece part 1 and 2 together and tape.  

Take a 14” x 14” piece of freezer paper to your pressing 
table and with waxy side down press the entire sheet. 

nOTe: This will help pre-shrink the freezer paper. 

Lay the freezer paper (waxy side down) over the layout 
template and trace the layout with a pen.

TIP: you can also print the layout templates directly 
onto printer friendly freezer paper. This will illiminate 

the transfering step. Just make sure the freezer paper is 
already pre-shrunk before printing.

STeP #20 // If using a dark BG

Cut each Liberty Floral petal out of the freezer paper, to 
create a stencil. Center the flower stencil (waxy side to 
right side of fabric) onto the center of the background 

fabric. Press with a hot, dry iron.

STeP #19 

Take your 13.5” x 13.5” piece of background fabric and 
fold it into four to create a perfect center crease. 

DArk BG OnLy: Mark the center crease of the block with 
a white chalk pencil.



STeP #21 // If using a dark BG

While the flower stencil is in place, trace each shape with 
a white chalk pencil. remove the stencil after tracing.

nOTe: If you are using a light background you only have 
to center your background fabric on top of the layout 
template and tightly pin the pieces together. Then you 
can begin attaching your appliqué.

STeP #22

Start with template (A). using elmer’s washable school 
glue in a bottle with a fine tip, draw a very thin line 
of glue on the backside of the template. The glue 
should be placed right along the edge where you will 
eventually stitch.

nOTe: The image used for this step was taken from the 
Modern Beauty block. I did not have an image of this 
step for Liberty Floral, but I wanted you to see the step.

STeP #23

using a wooden cuticle stick to flip template (A) over 
and lay it directly into position on the background fabric. 
Heat set the template into place by pressing with a hot, 
dry iron for a second or two. repeat Steps #22 and #23 
for all seventeen Liberty Floral templates. 

STeP #24

Set up your machine with clear Sulky monofilament 
thread and a 60/8 Schmetz universal needle. Then set 
the machine to a zigzag stitch with a width of 1.0 and 
length of 1.0.

nOTe: The length and width are very important. If you 
cannot use this setting or you do not have a zigzag 
stitch on your machine you will need to hand stitch your 
appliqué pieces in place using the video tutorial in Block 
Lesson #4.
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http://www.youtube.com/playlist%3Ffeature%3Dedit_ok%26list%3DPLMHbjOxV6YkQOq97vAavqbVP4OzcfYByz
http://www.youtube.com/playlist%3Ffeature%3Dedit_ok%26list%3DPLMHbjOxV6YkQOq97vAavqbVP4OzcfYByz
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STeP #25

Drop your machines top tension to zero!

nOTe: This may seem crazy, but this step is absolutely 
crucial to achieving a disguised stitch and will also help 

the stitching to tuck under the appliqué after washing 
and drying. each machine acts differently, so start at zero 

and increase the tension as needed.

STeP #26

Pull the thread tails (top & bottom) out to a medium 
length before you begin stitching. This is important 

because monofilament stitching can easily come 
unthreaded. you will knot and bury all the thread tails 

later in Step #29. 
 Position the presser foot so that it is straddling the 

appliqué and background. Zig-zag stitch in place a few 
times without advancing forward (you may need to 

drop your feed dogs for a second in order to stay put). 
Continue stitching, but now moving forward. The needle 

should be taking one bite into the edge of the appliqué 
and one bite into the background. 

Go very slowly, making sure you never miss the appliqué. 
Missing the appliqué will result in a bump in the appliqué 

once the quilt is washed. If you miss a spot you will need 
to stitch over it again. 

When you are stitching around a curve take a stitch, then 
pivot a little, then take another stitch until you make it all 

the way around the appliqué piece. 
end by stitching in place again. Cut the thread tails long.     

nOTe: The image used for this step was taken from the 
Modern Beauty block. I did not have an image of this 

step for Liberty Floral, but I wanted you to see the step.

STeP #27 & 28

After stitching each appliqué piece you should have a 
ton of long monofilament thread tails on the front and 

back of your block. Do nOT cut them! 



STeP #29

Thread a small needle with a thread tail from the front of 
your block. 

STeP #30

Stick the needle down into the background fabric 
directly where the thread tail is attached. Pull the 
needle through to the back side of your block and 
remove the needle. repeat this for all of the thread 
tails.

Flip the block over to the back. Tie adjacent thread tails 
together into a knot and trim the thread down. repeat 
this for all of the thread tails.

Carefully trim the finished block to 12.5” x 12.5”. Add 
the 2.5” borders just as you have with each previous 
lesson and baste the quilt block to prepare for the free 
motion quilting lesson. 
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MODERN BEAUTY BLOck
Skill Builder Block #18

MATerIAL LIST

 ☐ Various scraps of pre-washed fabric in multiple 
colors (see page 2 for washing instructions)

 ☐ (1) 13.5” x 13.5” piece of background 
fabric (nOT pre-washed)

 ☐ (1) 17” x 17” piece of batting

 ☐ (1) 18” x 18” piece of backing fabric
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STeP #1

Lay an 8.5” x 11” piece of freezer paper waxy side down 
onto your pressing table. Press it in place with a hot, dry 
iron. you will work on this freezer paper to avoid getting 
glue all over your pressing board. 

Get out one pre-washed scrap of appliqué fabric and one 
(A) Modern Beauty template. Coat one side of template 
(A) with glue from an elmer’s Washable Glue stick. 

nOTe: Since both the Liberty Floral and Modern Beauty 
flowers have completely symmetrical pieces there 
is no right or wrong side of the appliqué foundation 
templates.

STeP #2

Lay the glued side of the template to 
the WrOnG side of your fabric.

STeP #4

repeat Steps #1 through #3 until all twenty-one 
Modern Beauty templates have been glued to your 
pre-washed fabric.

STeP #3

Heat set the glue by pressing the template 
with a hot, dry iron for a second or two. 
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STeP #5

With a pair of small, sharp fabric scissors, trim around 
each template leaving about 1/8” seam allowance. 

nOTe: This seam allowance is tiny for a reason! Too much 
or too little allowance will make turning difficult.

STeP #6

Put three coats of elmer’s glue stick glue on one 
side of template (B). Fold the seam allowance to the 

backside with the same pinching action used on the 
Liberty Floral block.    

nOTe: When turning the seam allowance of Modern 
Beauty piece (B) only turn one side at a time. 

STeP #8

Once all the seams are folded there should 
be little dog ears at each point. 

STeP #7

When you reach the tip of template (B), use your 
thumbnail to press a crease directly along the 
point of the template which is hidden by the 

folded seam allowance. 

 Put three coats of elmer’s glue stick glue on 
the other side of template (B). Fold the seam 

allowance at the tip directly on the crease you 
made. Continue folding the rest of the seam 

allowance.
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STeP #9

Place a small dot of Liquid Stitch (which is a permanent 
glue) on the backside tip of template (B). Fold the dog 
ear backward onto the glue. 

STeP #10

Press the folded dog ear with a hot, dry iron to heat set 
the glue.

STeP #11

When folding the seam allowance on template (C) you 
will end up with a larger dog ear.

STeP #12

Place a small dot of Liquid Stitch glue on the backside 
tip of template (C). Fold the dog ear backward onto the 
glue. Press the folded dog ear with a hot, dry iron to heat 
set the glue.
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STeP #13

Once the dog ear is secured with the Liquid Stitch then 
you can trim off any extra exposed dog ear. 

STeP #14

Template (A) can be a little tricky to turn. It helps if 
you use two cuticle sticks to create  “tucks” every 1/8” 
each, spinning the template as you create the tucks. 

STeP #16

Lay the freezer paper (waxy side down) over the layout 
template and trace the design with a pen. 

STeP #15

Print the Modern Beauty layout template on copy 
paper (2 pages). Piece part 1 and 2 together and 

tape.
 

Take a 14” x 14” piece of freezer paper to your 
pressing table and with waxy side down press the 

entire sheet. This will help pre-shrink the freezer 
paper. 
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STeP #17

Cut the Modern Beauty pieces out of the freezer paper, 
to create a stencil. Since the petals are so close together 
you will have to cut only portions of the template, 
enough to use as a guide. 

STeP #18

Take your 13.5” x 13.5” piece of background fabric and 
fold it into four to create a perfect center crease. 

DArk BG OnLy: Mark the center crease of the block 
with a white chalk pencil.

STeP #19

Center the flower stencil (waxy side to right side of the 
fabric) onto the center of the background fabric. Press 
with a hot, dry iron.

While the flower stencil is in place, trace each shape with 
a white chalk pencil. remove the stencil after tracing.

nOTe: If you are using a light background you only have 
to center your background fabric on top of the layout 
template and tightly pin the pieces together. Then you 
can begin attaching your appliqué.

STeP #20

Start with template (A). using elmer’s washable school 
glue in a bottle with a fine tip, draw a very thin line of 
glue on the backside of the template. The glue should be 
placed right along the edge where you will eventually 
stitch.

nOTe: Lay all the templates out onto the background, 
in the proper place, before you begin glueing them into 
place. 
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STeP #21

using a wooden cuticle stick, flip template (A) over and 
lay it directly into position on the background fabric. 

Heat set the template into place by pressing with a hot, 
dry iron for a second or two. 

nOTe: Glue the templates on the background starting 
with center template (A) and working outwards toward 

the outside pieces. 

STeP #22

When glueing all (B) templates onto the background, 
it helps to pinch them in the center and stick one end 

of the template down first.

STeP #24

Set up your machine with clear Sulky monofilament 
thread and a 60/8 Schmetz universal needle. Then set 
the machine to a zigzag stitch with a width of 1.0 and 

length of 1.0.

nOTe: The length and width are very important. If you 
cannot use this setting or you do not have a zigzag 

stitch on your machine you will need to hand stitch your 
appliqué pieces in place using the video tutorial in Block 

Lesson #4.

STeP #23

repeat Steps #20 and #22 for all twenty-one 
Modern Beauty templates. 

http://www.youtube.com/playlist%3Ffeature%3Dedit_ok%26list%3DPLMHbjOxV6YkQOq97vAavqbVP4OzcfYByz
http://www.youtube.com/playlist%3Ffeature%3Dedit_ok%26list%3DPLMHbjOxV6YkQOq97vAavqbVP4OzcfYByz
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STeP #25

Drop your machines top tension to zero!

nOTe: This may seem crazy, but this step is absolutely crucial to 
achieving a disguised stitch and will also help the stitching to tuck 
under the appliqué after washing and drying. each machine acts 
differently, so start at zero and increase the tension as needed.

STeP #26

Pull the thread tails (top & bottom) out to a medium length 
before you begin stitching. This is important because 
monofilament stitching can easily come unthreaded. you will 
knot and bury all the thread tails later in the finishing step. 
Position the presser foot so that it is straddling the appliqué 
and background. Zig-zag stitch in place a few times without 
advancing forward (you may need to drop your feed dogs for 
a second in order to stay put). Continue stitching, but now 
moving forward. The needle should be taking one bite into 
the edge of the appliqué and one bite into the background. 
Go very slowly, making sure you never miss the appliqué. 
Missing the appliqué will result in a bump in the appliqué 
once the quilt is washed. If you miss a spot you will need to re 
stitch it. When you are stitching around a curve take a stitch, 
then pivot a little, then take another stitch until you make it 
all the way around the appliqué piece. 
end by stitching in place again. Cut the thread tails long.

nOTe: There is no need to cut the thread between each (B)
template. However, make sure to stitch in place at every point 
of template (B) to make sure they are secure. Do the same 
with the point on template (C).

Finishing 

refer to steps #29 and #30 on the Liberty Floral block to bury 
and knot your thread tails.

Carefully trim the finished block to 12.5” x 12.5”. Add the 2.5” 
borders just as you have with each previous lesson and baste 
the quilt block to prepare for the free motion quilting lesson. 


















